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Birthday Probability Puzzle Problems Posed 

Easier: 

What are the odds that at least 
two people in a room share 
the same birthday? 

Harder: 

What are the odds that at least 
two people out of 1000 have 
February 29 as a birthday? 

Hardest: 

What are the odds that exactly 
two people out of 1000 have 
February 29 as a birthday? 

For each problem, we must make some assumptions to make the problem easier to solve. 

 

Easier Puzzle Assumptions (to make the puzzle easier to solve): 

 Ignore the year (we are only talking about days we eat birthday cake). 

 Ignore February 29 (there are only 365 days in our puzzle year). 

 Every birthday party day is equally possible, 1/365, one day out of 365. 

 You may actually use any group of people 

1. Presidents, governors, kings, as listed in your biographical reference book. 

2. students in your math class. 

3. use your imagination to create a group, or use random numbers. 

Harder Puzzle Assumptions (to make the other two puzzles easier to solve): 

 There are 1461 days in four years (4 × 365 + 1eap day = 1461) 

 We are ignoring birth years like 1900 and 2100 that have no leap days. 

 Every birthday (month and day) is equally possible except February 29 

o 4/1461 (four normal days out of 1461) 

o 1/1461 (one leap day out of 1461) 

 We could use a computer to generate 1000 random numbers … 

 … or use dates from biographical reference books. 

There are many things we can ignore (which makes all of these puzzles easier to solve): 

 We don’t need to know where the people are. The odds in Asia are the same as in America, 

as long as it is in a country that uses the Julian or Gregorian calendar. 

 We cannot use people from countries that do not have February 29 as a leap day. 

 We are deliberately ignoring actual probability: 

o More people are born 90 days after the Christmas holidays than in other parts of year. 

o Fewer people are born on Christmas Day than any other day (except Leap Day). 

o More people are born on Tuesday than any other day of the week. 

o Fewer people are born on Sunday than any other day of the week. 

 This is a math puzzle, not a history puzzle, so we can make simplifying assumptions. 
 If someone complains that we are ignoring some details, remind him that math problems are often 

simplified. These are not meant to be historically accurate, but history (such as birth dates in 

biographical references) can be used to show our results are approximately accurate. 

 Yes, if someone insists on using historically accurate numbers, the problems can be solved, but my 

attitude is, “Why bother?” We learn just as much from the simplified assumptions. If we add more and 

more details to the problem, like historical accuracy, we would end up with an unsolvable problem. 

(Interestingly, the objections to my alleged non-accuracy came from a moon-landing-denier who, each 

time I answer one of his objections, gives me a new objection. It just keeps going and going and going. 
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Solving the easier Birthday Puzzle 

What are the odds that at least two people in a room share the same birthday? 

Work Backwards? Yes, one person at a time. 

In order to solve this puzzle, we actually want to work from the other direction. It is easier to 

calculate the probability that nobody in that room shares a birthday.Instead of figuring out the odds 

that two people share one birthday, we instead, one person at a time, figure out the odds that each 

new person does not have the same birthday as anyone else already present in that room. 

Start with one person in the room. Obviously the probability is 100% that his birthday is unique. 

Nobody else in that otherwise empty room has the same birthday. The odds are 365/365. 

A second person enters the room. What is the probability that his birthday is different than the first 

person’s? The odds are 364 out of 365 that his birthday is different. Multiply the prior odds by this 

new probability and we have 364/365. 

Our third person enters the room. What is the probability that she has a different birthday than 

either of the others? Right, 363 out of 365. Multiply? 365/365 * 364/365 * 363/365 

The fourth person ... multiply by 362/365 

The fifth person ... multiply by 361/365 

etcetera. 

23 people 

The odds that all 23 people have different birthdays can be calculated this way: 
 

365 364 363 362 361 360 359 358 357 356 355 354 353 352 351 350 349 348 347 346 345 344 343 

---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×--- 

365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 

 

This is equal to approximately .4927027656760147. The probability is about 49.27% that all 23 

people have different birthdays. Subtract that from 100% and we see that the odds are about 50/50 

that at least two people share the same birthday; 50.73%. If you keep looking at different random 

groups of 23 people, about half of them will include shared birthdays. 

30 people 

365 364 363 362 361 360 359 358 357 356 355 354 353 352 351 350 349 348 347 346 345 344 343 342 341 340 339 338 337 336 

---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×---×--- 

365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 

 

This product is 29.36837572807314 (29.37% of the time, all birthdays are different). This means 

that 70.63% of the time, a group of thirty people will include duplicate birthdays. You could make 

money betting on this. Most people would think that thirty people would not be likely to share a 

birthday, but you know better. They’ll grab 50/50 odds, and you’ll come out ahead most of the 

time. 
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a BASIC program to calculate the probabilities 

DEFDBL A-Z       'Define all variables as double-precision 

WIDTH 80, 50     'Set up a 50 line, 80 character screen 

CLS              'Clear that screen,  

                 'print the headings (titles), and 

                    'set up U$ for formatting of our output 

PRINT "Day  Multiply by  Probability No Dupes  Probability Duplicates" 

u$ = "##    ### / 365    ###.##############    ###.##############" 

p = 1                       'P = starting probability (1 = 100%) 

FOR i = 1 TO 47             'For each of 47 days, do the calculations and print the results 

  p = p * (366 - i) / 365   'Day = 2: Multiply by 364/365, for example. 

  PRINT USING u$; i; 366 - i; p * 100; (1 - p) * 100     'print the results, formatted by U$ 

NEXT 

Here is the output: 
 
Day  Multiply×    No duplicates Days   Duplicate Birthdays 

 1   365 / 365    100.00000000000000      0.00000000000000 

 2   364 / 365     99.72602739726028      0.27397260273972 

 3   363 / 365     99.17958341152186      0.82041658847813 

 4   362 / 365     98.36440875334497      1.63559124665502 

 5   361 / 365     97.28644263002066      2.71355736997935 

 6   360 / 365     95.95375163508886      4.04624836491113 

 7   359 / 365     94.37642969040247      5.62357030959753 

 8   358 / 365     92.56647076483311      7.43352923516689 

 9   357 / 365     90.53761661108334      9.46238338891666 

10   356 / 365     88.30518222889225     11.69481777110776 

11   355 / 365     85.88586216782670     14.11413783217330 

12   354 / 365     83.29752111619356     16.70247888380644 

13   353 / 365     80.55897247675706     19.44102752324294 

14   352 / 365     77.68974879950269     22.31025120049730 

15   351 / 365     74.70986802363136     25.29013197636863 

16   350 / 365     71.63959947471501     28.36040052528499 

17   349 / 365     68.49923347034394     31.50076652965605 

18   348 / 365     65.30885821282108     34.69114178717893 

19   347 / 365     62.08814739684634     37.91185260315366 

20   346 / 365     58.85616164194201     41.14383835805799 

21   345 / 365     55.63116648347943     44.36883351652057 

22   344 / 365     52.43046923374500     47.56953076625500 

23   343 / 365     49.27027656760147     50.72972343239853 

24   342 / 365     46.16557420854713     53.83442579145287 

25   341 / 365     43.13002960305361     56.86997039694639 

26   340 / 365     40.17591798640611     59.82408201359389 

27   339 / 365     37.31407177367581     62.68592822632419 

28   338 / 365     34.55385276576007     65.44614723423993 

29   337 / 365     31.90314625222231     68.09685374777769 

30   336 / 365     29.36837572807314     70.63162427192687 

31   335 / 365     26.95453662713562     73.04546337286439 

32   334 / 365     24.66524721496793     75.33475278503207 

33   333 / 365     22.50281458242280     77.49718541757720 

34   332 / 365     20.46831353798457     79.53168646201543 

35   331 / 365     18.56167611252848     81.43832388747153 

36   330 / 365     16.78178936201205     83.21821063798795 

37   329 / 365     15.12659917836154     84.87340082163846 

38   328 / 365     13.59321789178791     86.40678210821208 

39   327 / 365     12.17803356332780     87.82196643667220 

40   326 / 365     10.87681901820510     89.12318098179490 

41   325 / 365      9.68483885182646     90.31516114817354 

42   324 / 365      8.59695284381308     91.40304715618693 

43   323 / 365      7.60771443438801     92.39228556561199 

44   322 / 365      6.71146314485737     93.28853685514264 

45   321 / 365      5.90241005342251     94.09758994657749 

46   320 / 365      5.17471566327453     94.82528433672547 

47   319 / 365      4.52255971667007     95.47744028332993 

Are these probabilities 

EXACT? 

No, these probabilities are approximate. They 

are only as exact as the data supplied to it is 

exact. As pointed out above, we are not using 

historically accurate information. We are 

assuming that all dates have equal chances, 

when they are not exactly the same.  

 

BUT if we accept the assumption that every 

date is equally likely to be someone's 

birthday, then these numbers are accurate 

(except for rounding errors. 

In other words, these answers are CLOSE 

ENOUGH for our purposes.  

In addition, these numbers still cannot be 

exact because any calculator or computer does 

rounding, and with repeated calculations as in 

this problem, the last few digits get further 

and further from exact. The last few digits of 

each long number cannot be correct, but in all 

likelihood, the first few digits of each number 

are correct. 

However, this rounding error will be worse in 

the second puzzle. 
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Solving the Harder Birthday Puzzle 

What are the odds that at least two people out of 1000 have February 29 as a birthday? 

In a way, this puzzle is easier to solve than the first one. Again, we work backwards. 

What are the odds that nobody has February 29 as a birthday? 

The odds that one person was not born on Leap Day is: (1460/1461) 

Square it to get the odds that neither of two people were born that day: (1460/1461)² 
Or cube it to get the odds that nobody in a trio was born February 29: (1460/1461)³ 

Do you see a pattern here? 

The odds that nobody in a group of “n” people was born on Leap Day is: (1460/1461)ⁿ 
The odds that nobody in a group of 1000 people was born on Leap Day is: (1460/1461)1000 

Use your scientific calculator and we get 0.50424296769304457613723101925818. This tells us 

that about 50.4243% of the time, nobody will have been born on February 29, and about 49.5757% 

of the time, at least two people will have been born on Leap Day. 

If we wanted to do this with a program, we could use this Quick Basic Extended 7.2 logic: 

DEFDBL A-Z         'In QBX 7.2, this defines all variables as double-precision 

P = 1460 / 1461    'Let P be the probability that one person was NOT born on Leap Day 

                   '     I got 0.999315537303    on the HP Prime Graphing Calculator 

                   '       and 0.999315537303217 in QBX 7.2 

D = P ^ 1000       'D is equal to the probability that nobody was born on any Leap Day 

                   '     I got 0.504242967584    on the HP Prime 

                   '       and 0.504242967693049 in QBX 7.2 

                   '       and 0.504242967693045 with the BASIC program shown below 

L = 1 - D          'L is the probability that at least one person was born on a leap day 

                   '     I got 0.495757032416    on the HP Prime 

                   '       and 0.495757032306951 in QBX 7.2 

                   '       and 0.495757032306955 with the BASIC program shown below 

Unfortunately, as mentioned on the prior page, a tiny error in actual probability of one person not 

being born on Leap Day becomes a much bigger error when it is multiplied 1000 times, but our 

answer should still be close enough, as long as we agree on the proper starting probability. Further 

below, we will see that the actual probability of nobody in a group of 1000 people having a leap 

birthday is approximately 50.29%, based on some brute force experimentation detailed below. So, 

we were close, but we were only accurate to two decimal places. 50% is accurate, but 50.4% 

appears to have been wrong. When your calculating device first divides 1460 by 1461, it rounds the 

answer to the number of digits that it has storage for.  

You might get more accuracy with a loop, or with a calculator with more significant digits. 

DEFDBL A-Z           '1460/1461 is the probability that a person was not born on leap day 

D = 1                'D is equal to the probability that nobody was born on any Leap Day 

FOR I = 1 TO 1000    'For each person in the room 

  D = D * 1460 / 1461   'multiply by probability that person was not born on Leap Day 

NEXT                 'After loop end, D is probability that nobody was born on leap day 

L = 1 - D            'L is probability that at least one person was born on a leap day 
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PRINT D, L 

Solving the Hardest Puzzle 

What are the odds that exactly two people out of 1000 have February 29 as a birthday? 

Is there a formulaic method to calculate the odds for Puzzle Two, sort of like how we calculated the 

answers in Puzzle One? I don't know if there is such a formula, a set of formulas, or a mathematical 

method that will calculate the actual probability for this hardest puzzle, but I believe there must be. 

I do not, yet, know how to solve this puzzle mathematically 

I expect to learn how when I take Probability and Statistics at http://ocw.mit.edu. If you know the 

method, please send me a link to the info so I can study it and post it here. Send it to JOHN at the 

domain that this page is (was originally) hosted on, MAZES.com. 

Free Online CourseWare at M.I.T. 

I highly recommend the free Online CourseWare program at Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

(ocw.mit.edu). There, you can find many lectures that their students pay thousands of dollars to 

attend. I’m hoping to find an independent study college or university that will give me credit 

toward an advanced degree for coursework I do in my mostly retirement years, with papers like this 

to evidence what I am learning from my studies. (I qualify for free tuition in many states.) 

Yes, we can solve this puzzle by trial and error. 

When I realized that I did not know how to calculate these numbers with any kind of formulas, I 

decided to use trial-and-error with a program written in the old QBX (Quick Basic Extended) 7.2. 

Each row of the table below represents one million random groups of one thousand people, each 

person represented by a random number between 0 and 1460. For each thousand random numbers 

generated, the computer counted how many 229's were generated, then after each set of 1000, it 

added one to the correct column of this table. 

Each line of this chart tells you how many groups of 1000 numbers were counted as being that 

many leap days. So, the first group had 502,874 groups with zero leap days, 346,147 with exactly 

one leap day, 119,796 with exactly two leap days, 26,478 with exactly three leap days, 4,285, with 

exactly four leap days, 355 with exactly five, and 65 with exactly six leap days. I always got zero 

answer for seven, so I have deleted that column from my table (see next page). 

Summary of trial-and-error-generated-probabilities: 

 50.28% to 50.30%: zero leap birthdays 

 34.60% to 34.63%: one leap birthday 

 11.97% to 11.99%: two leap birthdays 

 2.640% to 2.648%: three leap birthdays 

 0.428% to 0.432%: four leap birthdays 

 0.035% to 0.037%: five leap birthdays 

 .0057% to .0065%: six leap birthdays  
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Divide all these numbers by 10,000 to see the predicted probabilities. 

  Zero    One     Two     Three   Four  Five   Six 

  Leap    Leap    Leap    Leap    Leap  Leap  Leap 

  Days    Day     Days    Days    Days  Days  Days 

------- ------- -------  ------  -----  ----  ---- 

502,874 346,147 119,796  26,478  4,285   355    65 

502,885 346,158 119,815  26,430  4,293   356    63 

502,883 346,118 119,819  26,451  4,313   357    59 

502,838 346,249 119,746  26,455  4,290   360    62 

502,952 346,010 119,873  26,439  4,300   368    58 

502,914 346,137 119,803  26,420  4,300   364    62 

502,893 346,062 119,877  26,465  4,287   354    62 

502,921 346,021 119,897  26,437  4,304   360    60 

502,865 346,261 119,715  26,450  4,290   354    65 

502,863 346,129 119,848  26,443  4,293   363    61 

502,897 346,158 119,817  26,408  4,290   371    59 

502,924 346,164 119,713  26,476  4,298   364    61 

502,896 346,083 119,857  26,441  4,298   366    59 

502,817 346,242 119,777  26,448  4,293   359    64 

502,881 346,197 119,755  26,456  4,292   355    64 

502,930 346,041 119,875  26,439  4,290   365    60 

502,908 346,058 119,887  26,419  4,298   371    59 

502,867 346,208 119,744  26,471  4,289   356    65 

502,890 346,146 119,789  26,450  4,302   362    61 

502,958 345,993 119,857  26,470  4,304   359    59 

502,894 346,113 119,850  26,430  4,298   351    64 

  Zero    One     Two     Three   Four  Five   Six 

  Leap    Leap    Leap    Leap    Leap  Leap  Leap 

  Days    Day     Days    Days    Days  Days  Days 

------- ------- -------  ------  -----  ----  ---- 

502,906 346,121 119,798  26,463  4,298   351    63 

502,808 346,270 119,738  26,465  4,301   355    63 

502,944 346,104 119,797  26,439  4,296   359    61 

502,878 346,219 119,707  26,474  4,297   360    65 

502,913 346,082 119,833  26,447  4,301   367    57 

502,930 346,028 119,908  26,403  4,312   360    59 

502,999 345,983 119,835  26,474  4,291   358    60 

502,916 346,123 119,769  26,474  4,297   356    65 

502,879 346,174 119,798  26,445  4,284   357    63 

502,920 346,087 119,840  26,440  4,294   355    64 

502,917 346,119 119,824  26,414  4,302   362    62 

502,854 346,281 119,679  26,471  4,294   357    64 

502,799 346,276 119,772  26,430  4,304   355    64 

502,956 346,020 119,856  26,449  4,301   359    59 

502,956 346,057 119,812  26,430  4,321   363    61 

502,861 346,173 119,772  26,475  4,301   355    63 

502,891 346,169 119,801  26,428  4,290   361    60 

502,905 346,083 119,838  26,446  4,304   365    59 

502,955 346,096 119,763  26,452  4,309   364    61 

502,815 346,223 119,788  26,459  4,295   356    64 

502,881 346,111 119,858  26,425  4,295   371    59 

It is easy to over-complicate things 
When someone gets bogged down on every little detail in a problem, one might lose points on a test 

by running out of time. That happened to me when I took the GRE in 1996. I got so bogged down 

solving the "Analytical Test" problems, trying to solve every situation right down to the last little 

detail, that I almost ran out of time. I knew how many questions I had to answer in order to get a 

score on that computer-administered-test; when I saw I was almost out of time, I had to quickly 

read and make educated guesses on the last few questions. I probably could have gotten an 800 on 

that section of the test if I had not wasted so much time on the details. (My final GRE scores were 

800 Quantitative, 750 Analytical, and 630 Verbal.) 

Trivia 
TRIVIA: I first learned about the 30-student birthday puzzle in a Junior High School math class, 

where I was one of the two students with matching birthdays; and got a chance to learn more about 

it in High School (in a different state) where I was again one of the two with matching dates. 

Conclusion 
If someone reading this document would be interested in a creative partnership with an old (63) dos-based programmer with 
old-style programming and web skills, who hates the mundanity of site maintenance, send your proposal to: 

 

Creative Partnership Proposal Ideas, P O Box 584-M, Manning SC 29102-0584. 
 
I would love to turn over all my past projects to a creative partner, then use my time to create new 
materials with PHP, ASP, BASIC, HTML, etc.; while my partner would run the site, decide advertising, etc. 
(I have all the old files including the original ASP source code for the mazes. Please, no phone calls.  

If this document taught you something, please PayPal your thanks to John (at) Mazes.com 
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